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Notrax® Floormatting
With facilities in Europe and the United States, we constantly seek to reduce
the environmental impact of our processes. It means that we aim to grow
our business in an environmentally responsible manner, and we do this by
focusing on diminishing waste, using recycled materials where possible, and
by obtaining more materials from sustainable sources.
The "Lean" organization of our operations not only enables us to stay
competitive and provide fast service, it also enables our customers to
participate in a joint effort to reduce the carbon footprint simply by making
use of our electronic purchasing and invoicing services and drop shipment
capabilities.

Notrax® is often referred to as one of the pioneers in anti-fatigue matting design
and manufacturing. This is not surprising because since our founding in 1948,
we have been committed to making quality products and optimizing processes.
Notrax® offers the perfect solution for standing workers because, like no other
producer of mats, we understand the difference of perceptions of workers as well
as the variety of workplace conditions that exist.
Anti-fatigue mats come in various types and materials for industrial or
commercial applications. Most anti-fatigue matting is a combination of an
ergonomic pattern and a cushioning underlay. The cushioning causes constant
subconscious balance checks and micro movements that stimulate blood flow
through the legs and lower extremities. This results in better circulation and less
fatigue. The cushioning underlay insulates the feet from the hard surface, cold
floors, vibrations, moisture and sound.
Why all these different mats?
Although the outcome of studies in favour of using mats is perfectly clear, the
effectiveness remains subject to the perception of workers. The physical size
of the worker, and their own preferences as to what is comfortable, will cause
different mats to be selected. A person weighing 90 kg may prefer a different mat
Founded in 1948 by Charles J.Wood (far right).
than someone who only weighs 60 kg.

Production in Barendrecht, The Netherlands.

Besides the softness/hardness, also important to watch is worker’s freedom of
movement. While the anti-slip function is important (1 out of every 6 workplace injuries is related to slip or fall accidents,
translating into 35% of all days lost for time off for medical recovery), easy twist-turns are just as important.

Product Warranty
All Notrax® floor matting is manufactured of the highest quality material and workmanship. Dependability and service of our products
are guaranteed against defects in material for one year from date of purchase provided manufacturer’s recommended usage and
maintenance is followed. Buyer has the responsibility to determine the suitability of the product and assumes any liability in connection
with such use. Seller shall not be liable for damages in excess of purchase price of product. In the unlikely event of a Notrax product
being faulty, a full refund or replacement (based on manufacturer’s discretion) will be made. Warranty claims must be authorized for
return and shipped prepaid for inspection and evaluation. For information about floor matting maintenance: www.notrax.eu/news.

Specialized applications may also require additional benefits such as anti-slip, oil resistant, fire retardant, chemical resistant,
static dissipative, or anti-microbial.
Product Innovation
Superior Manufacturing Group is market leader in anti-fatigue and safety matting. Our brand of Notrax® floor matting has
become synonymous with quality, flexibility and customer service. What started as a small family-owned mat repair company
has quickly grown to a global company in the design and manufacturing of anti-fatigue and safety matting for industrial and
commercial applications.

This catalogue highlights the solutions Notrax® offers for your ergonomic anti-fatigue and safety matting applications. Feel free to also
ask for the latest Notrax® brochure for Dust Control Matting for entrance ways.
Thank you for choosing Notrax®.

As the industry and manufacturing processes evolve, so do our matting products. We are constantly developing new products
to meet the changing needs of the industry. We focus on customer problems and working together with them to create
matting solutions that resolve the issue. Our innovations team continues to design state-of-the-art products through intense
research and development using new technologies, new design techniques and new ideas.
Notrax® products are sold globally through our trusted distributor network of matting experts, operating in niche segments of
ergonomics, cleaning and hygiene, health and safety, industrial supplies, installation experts, and many more. Understanding
and responding to the markets’ specific needs reflects our interest and pleasure in serving our distributors and their
customers. Examples of this include the development of mass customization capabilities and online integration with
customers. As one of the world’s largest integrated manufacturers of professional floor matting products, our belief in strong
relationships is the foundation of our business.

Barendrecht, The Netherlands - Production and Logistics
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R.E.A.C.H.
REACH is the European Community Regulation on chemicals and their safe
use (EC 1907/2006). It deals with the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and Restriction of Chemical substances. The law entered into force on
1 June 2007 assigns manufacturers the responsibility of providing high
level human and environmental protection from the use of chemicals in
manufacturing. Notrax® does not use any substances currently included on
the SVHC (Substances of Very High Concerns) list under REACH, including
Di-octyl phthalate (DOP) plasticizer. Further information about our stand
on sustainability can be obtained at www.buynotrax.eu for registered
distributors or upon email request to europe@notrax.com.

René Vieveen
Managing Director
Superior Manufacturing Group-Europe B.V.

Chicago, Illinois - Rubber Production and Logistics

Calhoun, Georgia - Carpet Production and Logistics
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From dry to wet conditions, light to heavy duty, use this
catalogue to choose the right Notrax® mat for the right
application. It will contribute to increased productivity,
employee satisfaction and fewer injuries.
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